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Progress Along the Texas–Mexico Border

Las Colonias in the 21st Century

 ■BACKGROUND
Colonia in Spanish means a community or neighbor-

hood. The Texas Office of the Secretary of State defines a 
colonia as a residential area along the Texas–Mexico border 
that may lack some of the most basic living necessities 
such as potable water, septic or sewer systems, electricity, 
paved roads or safe and sanitary housing.1 An estimated 
500,000 people live in 2,294 colonias in Texas.2 Colonias 
also exist in Arizona, New Mexico and California, but Texas 
has the largest colonias population and the largest number 
of colonias along the U.S.–Mexico border. 

In 1996, the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas released a 
report titled, “Texas Colonias: A Thumbnail Sketch of the 
Conditions, Issues, Challenges and Opportunities.” Nearly 
two decades later, the publication continues to attract 
the interest of government and community organizations, 
among others, seeking information to help improve 
conditions in the colonias. 

Over the past two decades since the initial study, 
community organizers, residents, elected officials, nonprof-
its and government agencies have made strides in bringing 
resources into the colonias to improve residents’ quality of 
life. In 2013, the Dallas Fed began to research how these 
communities have evolved; the results are documented 
in this report. The purpose of the study is to provide 
an updated assessment of the opportunities, successes 
and challenges of colonia communities in achieving the 
American Dream, in which all Americans have the oppor-
tunity to work hard and prosper at school and their jobs, 
in their homes and neighborhoods. The research includes 
focus groups and in-depth interviews with residents, 
service providers and local community leaders, and an 
analysis of data from the Census Bureau and state entities, 

including the Texas Department of Housing and Community 
Affairs (TDHCA), Texas Attorney General, Texas Secretary of 
State and the Texas Department of State Health Services.

 ■ INTRODUCTION
This report focuses on infrastructure, housing, economic 

opportunity, education and health in the six Texas counties 
that have the highest concentration of colonias: El Paso, 
Maverick, Webb, Starr, Hidalgo and Cameron (see map). In 
just these six counties, colonia communities are home to an 
estimated 369,500 people.3

The greater border region of Texas is a land of oil, 
gas and cattle. Mile upon mile of land has mesquite, cacti 
and dirt roads. Ranches—some hundreds of thousands 
of acres—span this vast, arid region. While present-day 
colonias are primarily in these rural, remote and isolated 
areas, many lie alongside larger cities. For example, over 
the years, the Cameron Park colonia in Cameron County has 
been surrounded by a growing Brownsville. 

Colonias vary in size, density, infrastructure develop-
ment and quality of housing structures. Some may consist 
of only a few houses. According to the Housing Assistance 
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TABLE 

1 Demographics in Colonias Differ From Texas and U.S.

Colonias sample † Texas U.S.

Basic demographics

Age (median) 27 33.6 37.2

Hispanic or Latino (%) 96.0 37.6 16.3

Speak English less than very well (%) 43.3 14.50 8.71

Foreign born (%) 34.8 16.2 12.8

Citizenship status (%)

Citizenship rate under 18 94.1 95.6 97.0

Citizenship rate 18 and older 60.8 86.6 91.4

Citizenship rate, all ages 73.1 89.1 92.8

Educational attainment, population  
25 and older (%)

Less than high school diploma 54.8 19.6 14.6

High school diploma 23.4 25.7 28.6

Some college 16.4 28.7 28.6

College degree or higher 5.5 26.1 28.2

Employment status, population 16 and older (%)

Employment-to-population ratio 50.4 60.2 58.8

Unemployment rate 10.8 7.3 8.7

Not In labor force 43.2 34.5 35.2

Household income ($) Median income 28,928 50,920 52,762

Poverty status (%)
Poverty rate 42.0 17.0 14.3

Near-poverty rate* 19.4 10.9 9.2

Government assistance (%) Public assistance or food stamps 40.3 11.6 11.0

† Colonia sample is based on available census data and includes colonia residents from Cameron, El Paso, Hidalgo, Maverick, Starr and Webb counties.
*“Near poverty” is defined as 100 to 150 percent of the poverty line.
SOURCES: For population, housing and age data, 2010 census unless otherwise noted; for all other demographic data, 2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Census Bureau.

Council (HAC), most Texas colonias have fewer than 40 lots. 
The large colonias—those with at least 300 units—account 
for 7 percent of Texas colonias.4

Texas colonias have been built over the past 65 years. 
Many colonias started as migrant farmworker settlements 
in response to the lack of affordable housing.5 “Colonias 
basically developed because there had been a lot of 
landowners who were able to sell their land by cutting it 
into lots—without having to account for any infrastruc-
ture,” explains Ray Sarabia, housing counselor with the El 
Paso Credit Union Affordable Housing Corporation.

Who Lives in the Colonias? 
When agricultural jobs were plentiful along the border, 

generations of people came to South Texas for work. They 
lived close to the land and lived a rural lifestyle. It is this rural 
heritage—values, culture, expectations—that continues to 
shape the world view of many colonia residents. Commonly, 
the visible substandard conditions mask thriving communi-

ties in which neighbors support and provide for one another. 
This is why, despite high poverty rates, homelessness is rarely 
seen in the colonias. Ann Williams Cass, executive director of 
Proyecto Azteca, explains: 

“I find that people who live in the colonias are resilient, 
creative and not afraid of work. Some residents work two 
or three jobs in order to make ends meet. They have a lot of 
integrity and care for their families. We don’t have people 
living on the streets here and that has a lot to do with the 
culture of the people. You’ll find two or three or four families 
living in one dwelling. They’re just not going to allow their 
relatives to be left out.” 

Despite infrastructure improvements in the colonias, 
poverty remains concentrated in these communities. Of the 
half-million colonia residents, more than 40 percent live 
below the poverty line, and an additional 20 percent live at or 
just above the poverty line.6 The median household income is 
less than $30,000 per year, compared with $51,000 in Texas 
and $53,000 in the U.S. (Table 1).7 
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According to the Census Bureau, about 96 percent of 
colonia residents are Hispanic (mostly of Mexican-Ameri-
can descent), and the median age is 27. There is a common 
misconception that most colonia residents are recent or 
first-generation immigrants. In reality, almost two-thirds of 
adults (residents over age 18) are U.S. citizens. And, similar 
to the national rate for youth, 94 percent of youths living in 
colonias are citizens. 

Table 1 indicates that 35 percent of colonia residents 
are foreign born. What are the reasons immigrants settle 
in the border region instead of farther north, where 
wages typically are higher? The article “Why Stop There? 
Mexican Migration to the U.S. Border Region,” provides 
the following rationale: 1) They may want to be close 
to relatives who live in northern Mexico; 2) There is a 
level of comfort with the culture and language of the 
border, which is a binational region where Spanish is 
widely spoken; 3) They are more likely to lack parent and 
sibling networks than migrants to the U.S. interior. These 
networks are important because they help newly arrived 
migrants find jobs and housing.8 

In addition, it is less expensive to move to the border 
than further north—a factor particularly important to 
low-income migrants—and the cost of living is lower 
along the border than further north. In a colonia, families 
can build their houses over time as their finances allow. 
This level of informality is important to low- and mod-
erate-income families, particularly as their budgets are 
stretched thin to pay for basic necessities. 

It is also important to note that the Texas–Mexico border 
region has been home to Mexican-Americans for generations. 
Indeed, as historian David Gutierrez explains, with the end of 
the Mexican–American War (1846–48), “Under the terms of 
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo … the Republic of Mexico 
ceded to the U.S. more than one-third of its former territory, 
including what are now the states of California, Nevada, Utah, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Texas. … In addition the 
treaty also offered blanket naturalization to the … former citi-
zens of Mexico who chose to remain north of the new border 
at the end of the war.”9 

Table 1 gives a demographic snapshot of the South Texas 
colonias and comparative state and national data.

Infrastructure
In 2006, the state of Texas began to classify its 

colonias based on the amount of infrastructure they had 
and the level of health risk. Between 2006 and 2014, the 
state invested tens of millions of dollars in infrastructure 
projects in the six counties highlighted in this report.10 

Chart 1 highlights the progress Texas colonias have 
made in building their infrastructure. As Table 2 outlines, 
green indicates access to drinkable water, wastewater 
disposal, legal plats, paved roads, adequate drainage and 
solid waste disposal (low health risk).11 Colonias classifed 
as red (high health risk) have no access to drinkable water, 
wastewater disposal or legal plats and may or may not 
have access to paved roads, adequate drainage or solid 
waste disposal. Yellow indicates access just to drinkable 
water, wastewater disposal and legal plats (intermediate 

CHART 

1 Infrastructure Improving in Border Colonias
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TABLE 

2 Texas Colonia Classification System

Green Yellow Red Unkown

Drinkable water ✓ ✓ ✕ —

Wastewater disposal ✓ ✓ ✕ —

Legal plats ✓ ✓ ✕ —

Paved roads ✓ ✕ — —

Adequate drainage ✓ ✕ — —

Solid waste disposal ✓ ✕ — —

SOURCE: Senate Bill 99: “Tracking the Progress of State Funded Programs that Benefit 
Colonias.” Presented by the Colonia Initiatives Program, Office of the Secretary of State, 2010.
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The owner of this RV, located in a legal subdivision in Hidalgo County, 
has built a small pipeline connecting the home to the subdivision’s 
water line. This subdivision has access to water, sewer, electricity and 
paved roads. Photo credit: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

health risk). Gray indicates insufficient data. This classifi-
cation system refers only to the infrastructure conditions 
in colonias, not the quality of housing. Therefore, a house 
can be in substandard condition but be in a colonia classi-
fied as green because it has access to basic infrastructure. 

In 2006, 636 colonias were labeled green with access 
to drinkable water, adequate drainage, wastewater 
disposal, solid waste disposal, paved roads and legal 
plats. By 2014, an additional 286 colonias had access to all 
forms of infrastructure. In 2006, 396 colonias were labeled 
yellow with access only to drinkable water, wastewater 
disposal and legal plats; however, by 2014, 555 colonias 
were classified as yellow. There were 442 colonias having 
none of the most basic infrastructure (labeled red) in 
2006, but by 2014 this number had dropped to 337. These 
changes represent appreciable overall progress. 

The Housing Assistance Council observes that “the 
process of installing and upgrading infrastructure in 
border colonias is ongoing,” but major challenges persist. 
“The small size and remote location of some colonias 
greatly increase the per capita cost to extend water lines 
and build water treatment plants, making these basic 
necessities prohibitively expensive. Similarly, the lack 
of land platting has left many colonias without clearly 
delineated property lines or access roads. Without these 
features, even those colonias bordering incorporated 
areas are unlikely to be annexed due to the high cost of 
alleviating the problems.”12

Due to these challenges, the quality of infrastructure 
can vary widely. In some colonias, it is not uncommon to 
see garden hoses and extension cords stretching from 
one trailer home to another, or wooden planks propped 
over the flood-prone ground as a pathway. In contrast, 
many of the oldest colonias have paved roads, electricity 
and water connections. In many of the colonias that have 
basic infrastructure, the current community-organizing 
efforts center around streetlights for safety and parks for 
promoting healthy lifestyles.

The argument can be made that life in the colonias 
is better today. Many of the oldest colonias, including 
Cameron Park in Cameron County and Rio Bravo and El 
Cenizo in Webb County, are considered green colonias 
(Chart 1) because they have all basic infrastructure. In 
addition, Rio Bravo and El Cenizo have become incorpo-
rated towns and have elected a mayor and city council. 
There is not an official way to take them off the Texas 

Secretary of State (SOS) list of colonias, however, so they 
officially remain “colonias.” The SOS 2014 report to the 
Texas Legislature, “Tracking the Progress of State-Funded 
Projects that Benefit Colonias,” suggests a resolution 
to this unresolved issue and recommends that the 84th 
Legislature “develop a mechanism to remove previously 
designated colonias that clearly do not meet the definition 
of a colonia from the SOS colonia directory and color 
classification system.”
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These are “hybrid” colonia homes—an RV or mobile home with a 
wooden or cinder block structure attached. Photo credit: Federal 
Reserve Bank of Dallas

This home in the colonia Sammy Martinez in Starr County illustrates 
typical colonia cinder-block construction. It does not have paved 
streets but does have its own electrical hook-up. It has been passed 
down to the next generation. The current owner had cared for her 
elderly parents and helped them connect to water and electricity. 
Photo credit: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

Housing

“In the Mexican culture, you have not lived 
until you have your little piece of land. It is 
your identity; it is who you are. ... In a colonia, 
the process of homeownership begins with 
the purchase of a small plot of land. To say, 
‘The land I’m stepping on is mine!’ is referred 
to as the American Dream.” 

— David Arizmendi, community activist and 
educator, South Texas College

While an increasing proportion of colonias have 
infrastructure, the quality of housing has not kept pace. 
Homero Cabello, TDHCA director of the Office of Colonia 
Initiatives, points out that the very improvements meant 
to upgrade the colonias may be putting the lots out of 
reach for many. “Ironically, as basic infrastructure has 
improved, the price of residential lots has increased sig-
nificantly, making safe, affordable housing more difficult 
to obtain.” As residents spend more on their lots, they 
have less money available to spend on their housing. New 
challenges are arising for families: They may not be able to 
afford to connect to utilities, or if their housing is not up to 
code, they must pay fines and make costly renovations to 
qualify for utility connection.

Residential subdivisions that are properly platted 
with access to infrastructure are sometimes referred to 
as the “new colonias.”13 Although they are not officially 
colonias according to the Texas Secretary of State because 
they have infrastructure access, the substandard housing 
without utility hookups leaves residents in colonia-like 
conditions. Policies such as the Model Subdivision Rules 
that were intended to improve living conditions by, for 
example, providing properly platted subdivisions with 
access to infrastructure are inadvertently creating scarcity 
traps for residents that keep them paying fines rather than 
addressing their substandard housing.14 

There is no classification system for housing condi-
tions in colonias, so researchers must rely on their original 
research, word-of-mouth accounts, photographs and 
videos to assess the quality of housing. Through research 
for this report, the Dallas Fed noted a range of structures 
from substandard to well-built: hybrid dwellings that are a 
combination of a recreational vehicle (RV) or trailer home 
with a wooden or cinder block addition, pier and beam 
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homes, cinder block homes and standard brick or stucco 
homes on cement foundations. Also of note were lots 
with multiple dwellings where extended family members 
constructed a house on the same lot to share expenses. 
The research revealed another common characteristic: 
home-based businesses—such as a small bakery, an auto 
shop or a salvage yard—on owners’ lots or attached to 
homes. 

Data do not exist on the exact homeownership rate of 
Texas colonias (see Methodology section for details). But 
according to a 2012 University of Texas at Austin study 
commissioned by TDHCA (henceforth referred to as the 
“TDHCA study”), the homeownership rate of surveyed 
colonias and informal homestead subdivisions (IFHSs), 
which resemble colonias in form and function, is about 
77 percent.15 The remainder of the people are renters or 
live rent-free with family or friends. Homeownership has 
provided stability to some colonia residents. The study 
found that three-fourths of the 1,287 residents surveyed 
who purchased their property have lived on their lots for 
at least a decade. However, homeownership in the colo-
nias does not always serve as a financial asset-building 
opportunity. 

Obstacles to Asset Building for  
Colonia Homeowners

Financing Homeownership with Contracts for 
Deed. The median price of a house and the land it’s on 
is $40,730, with a down payment of $2,830 and initial 
monthly payment of $448.16 In colonias, the process of 
homeownership begins with the land purchase, and the 
home construction follows in bits and pieces as the family 
can afford it. Land purchases are typically seller-financed 
through contracts for deed (CFDs). The Texas Attorney 
General describes CFDs as “rent-to-own financing 
arrangements [that] are legal in Texas. The important 
difference between a CFD and a conventional purchase 
contract is that under the CFD, the buyer generally does 
not gain immediate equity in the property as he or she 
makes payments.”17 The TDHCA study determined that of 
those colonia families surveyed, only 11.7 percent used a 
bank or credit union to finance their purchase.

Both recorded CFDs and unrecorded CFDs (UFCDs)—
deeds not filed with the county clerk—remain common. In 
either transaction, the seller contracts to sell the property to 
a buyer, who doesn’t receive a deed at closing. Homebuyers 

commonly pay 12 to 18 percent annual interest—an interest 
rate more akin to credit card rates than mortgage rates.18 

Purchasers accrue no equity while making payments; if any 
are missed, the seller often will reclaim the property. When 
this happens, the seller usually is not obligated to return any 
of the buyer’s payments, even if the buyer made property 
improvements. Homebuyers rely on CFDs for several reasons. 

First, the buyer may not meet the requirements for a 
mortgage, such as financial resources for a down payment 
and closing costs; a dependable source of income; consis-
tently sufficient income to pay for the mortgage, taxes and 
insurance; and adequate documentation of income and 
employment. Moreover, credit scores are often too low, the 
house may fail to meet building codes and the property may 
lack a clean title.19

Second, even if homebuyers in colonias meet main-
stream mortgage requirements, they may not want to 
engage with a lending institution. Many low-income families 
are hesitant to use the formal banking system, or distrust 
it, sometimes because of previous problems with Mexican 
banks. They might have used a mainstream financial prod-
uct or service and did not find it flexible enough to meet 
their needs.20 Additionally, if any household members are 
undocumented immigrants, they may stay away from formal 
institutions to avoid unwanted attention. 

Third, many landowners and colonia developers prefer 
to finance the sale of properties using CFDs and UCFDs. 
These sellers favor such financing because they do not have 
to transfer the title, provide proof of a clean title or needed 
infrastructure, or guarantee that existing structures on the 
land meet county building codes. 

In 1995, the Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 336, 
making CFDs more difficult to use. The Colonia Fair Land 
Sales Act stipulated that the deeds be recorded in the county 
clerk’s office—in effect, making UCFDs illegal. Despite these 
changes, the market for CFDs persists. Landowners can 
sell property without a clean title, randomly increase inter-
est rates and undertake repossession at will. Buyers have 
legal recourse but require a lawyer, whose services may be 
unavailable or unaffordable. In Maverick County’s colonias, 
for example, an estimated 45 percent of buyers lost their 
property through repossession from 1989 to 2010.21

Developer-to-consumer transactions and consum-
er-to-consumer transactions can range from formal 
contracts to verbal agreements, with or without receipts. 
The TDHCA study finds that 54 percent of the owners 
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surveyed purchased their land from a developer or land 
company, while 34 percent had purchased from another 
consumer. The remaining owners had inherited their 
homestead from a deceased former owner or received it 
as a gift from a living family member.22 

More recently, developers have conducted traditional 
transactions using deeds and deeds of trust. Between 
2003 and 2010, an estimated 73 to 83 percent of 
developers used these forms of financing. According to 
the TDHCA study, there are a growing number of con-
sumer-to-consumer sales in the colonias. In this situation, 
the seller prepares most of the documentation, and the 
buyer assumes that the seller has taken care of necessary 
documentation, the title is clean, title insurance is provid-
ed and the transaction has been recorded. UCFDs appear 
to be more commonly used in consumer-financed than 
developer-financed transactions. Of the surveyed home-
buyers who engaged in a consumer-to-consumer sale 
between 2008 and 2010, an estimated 29 to 38 percent 
used UCFDs. In contrast, of the surveyed homebuyers who 
engaged in a developer-financed sale, an estimated 9 to 12 
percent used UCFDs.

Converting Contracts for Deed. Some homeowners have 
attempted to convert their CFDs into regular deeds (called 
“warranty deeds” if the deeds contain certain warranties or 
guarantees), which would enable them to build equity and 
guarantee a longer, formal foreclosure process if they miss a 
payment. Most have been unsuccessful. In Maverick County, 
for example, fewer than one-fifth of CFD holders from 1989 
through 2010 were able to convert their CFDs.23

TDHCA has been trying to help homeowners obtain 
warranty deeds through its Contract for Deed Conversion 
initiative.24 According to TDHCA, regular deeds cannot 
contain terms or provisions that are usurious or disallowed 
by state or federal law, must contain warranties required 
by the contracts and must convey legal title of the 
property to the household on record. Conversions may 
also be done for rehabilitation of colonia housing, new 
construction or reconstruction of site-built housing and 
replacement of an existing manufactured housing unit 
with a new one.25 

While the need for this initiative is pronounced, its 
success has been limited. During fiscal year 2014, TDHCA 
converted fewer than 10 CFDs. It has converted an 
estimated 300 CFDs since 1999. Explains TDHCA’s Cabello, 
“Many nonprofits are not seeking to convert contracts for 

deed through the CFD Conversion program with much 
frequency. Perhaps there is a perception that title clearing 
involves too many unknowns that could be difficult to plan 
for. Or, perhaps administrators prefer funding sources/
activities that offer them more site control over their 
project area, such as starting with lots that have clear title 
and better-quality infrastructure or no existing structures 
to demolish.” Also, thousands of UFCDs remain along the 
Texas–Mexico border—approximately 6,500, according to 
the TDHCA study.26 

Passing Homeownership from One Generation to the 
Next. One reason colonia families embrace homeowner-
ship, even within these difficult circumstances, is to secure 
a brighter future by providing long-term stability for 
future generations. “The home can create a generational 
asset they can use not only for the parents, who purchase 
the home right now, but also for the kids and maybe the 
grandkids,” adds Larry Garcia, president and CEO of El 
Paso Credit Union Affordable Housing Corp. The legal 
reality of what they face, however, often creates barriers 
to this dream of intergenerational security and upward 
mobility. In the TDHCA survey, 89 percent of colonias 
homeowners reported that they did not have a will; 
therefore, when they die, the laws of intestate succession 
determine how the title will be passed.27 Under these 
laws, the surviving spouse and children of the deceased, 
including those from other relationships, become owners. 
It is common for there to be numerous owners: Almost 
a quarter of surveyed homeowners have children from 
previous marriages, and of those, 42 percent reported 
having at least three children from previous relationships. 
In addition, if the homeowner had previously been married 
and obtained a divorce but did not get a signed and filed 
divorce decree from the judge, the ex-spouse would be 
another owner of the property. This situation can easily 
become complicated when the “tenants in common” dis-
agree about what should be done to or with the property; 
in this case, there is little incentive for any of the owners 
to maintain or make improvements to the property. 

With the dearth of wills among colonia homeowners, 
a growing number of properties will have clouded titles. 
This prevents homeownership from being an asset-build-
ing tool—for the families of current homeowners and 
families that attempt to establish a colonia homestead in 
the future.
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Investing in What Works 

Demand for safe and affordable housing for low- and 
moderate-income individuals in the colonias far exceeds 
the supply.28 And the need is great for safe and affordable 
financial products and services. The pervasiveness of 
poverty and the housing market’s informality remain 
barriers to making homeownership an asset-building 
opportunity in the colonias.

Nonetheless, there are some developers that build 
affordable houses both in the colonias or outside of the 
colonias to help narrow this gap. According to TDHCA, the 
main nonprofit housing organizations that serve the colonias 
include Adult and Youth United Development Association 
(AYUDA) in El Paso County, Architectural Charities of Texas 
in Cameron County, Community Development Corporation of 
Brownsville (CDCB) in Cameron County, El Paso Collaborative 
in El Paso County, Habitat for Humanity–Laredo in Webb 
County, Lower Valley Housing Corporation (LVHC) in El Paso 
County and Proyecto Azteca in Hidalgo County. Collectively, 
these organizations have served thousands of residents.

Two organizations often cited as leaders in the Texas 
border’s community development industry—CDCB and 
LVHC—illustrate the successes and challenges that housing 
developers face in the colonias. 

1. Community Development Corporation of  
Brownsville 
CDCB offers a range of services, including mortgage 

loan servicing, first-lien mortgage origination lending, 
a Housing Education Center, down payment assistance 
programs and colonia redevelopment.

Successes
From 1994 to 2013, CDCB produced 3,565 housing 

units—single family and multifamily—for low-income 
families in the colonias through a variety of programs 
and services. One example, the Colonia Redevelopment 
Program, uses a three-pronged approach to upgrading 
the housing stock that includes rehabilitation, recon-
struction and new housing construction. This initiative 
also includes a Rural and Colonia Loan Program that 
provides home financing with flexible underwriting based 
on disposable income. Other CDCB program highlights 
include:

 • Down Payment Assistance Program: The average 
assistance is $9,004 per family.

 • Mutual Self-Help/Bootstrap Program: Six to 10 
families, all of which earn no more than 60 percent 
of median family income, work together to build 
each other’s homes; they move in once all homes are 
completed. 

 • YouthBuild Program: Low-income young adults, 17 to 
24 years old, who are working toward a high school 
diploma or equivalency develop housing construction 
and leadership skills. 

 • First Lien Mortgage Origination Lending: CDCB re-
ports that since October 2000, it has originated more 
than $104 million in mortgage loans. 

 • Mortgage Loan Servicing: CDCB services the Rural 
and Colonia Loan Program, which offers a 3.5 percent 
loan over a 20-year period, and the Affordable Hous-
ing Loan Program, which offers a 4.5 percent loan 
over an 18-year period.

Challenges
According to Nick Mitchell-Bennett, executive director 

of CDCB, the biggest challenges in the colonias housing 
market are finding financial institutions that will lend in the 
colonias and seeing county governments “willing to step 
out there, like Cameron County has done in some cases, 
by passing bond resolutions to do drainage and water 
infrastructure, and clamping down on predatory lending.” 

His recommendations on how to make safe, quality 
housing more widely available for low-income individuals 
are to create grant and loan programs and offer lower 
interest rates than are currently available to low-income 
individuals.

2. Lower Valley Housing Corporation
Successes
Since 1990, the nonprofit LVHC has been providing 

affordable housing to working families in El Paso County that 
earn annual incomes at or below $17,500.

LVHC has rehabilitated 98 houses and produced 48 
apartments units (which it owns), 304 new houses (sold 
upon completion) and 850 self-help houses. It has also pro-
vided homebuyer education. In 2013, homeowners of LVHC-
built houses contributed $2.2 million in taxes to the economy.

Over the past 24 years, LVHC’s mutual self-help program 
has assisted 1,300 families with their housing needs. In this 
program, six to 12 families build at least 65 percent of each 
other’s houses. Says LVHC Executive Director Nancy Hanson, 
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TABLE 

3
LVHC’S Cost Breakdown for Mutual  
Self-Help Program*

Construction: Materials and contracted labor $ 38,096

Lot and site expenses $ 20,837

Fees, permits and utilities $ 6,067

Total costs** $ 65,000

Self-help equity $ 27,000

Estimated appraised value (2013) $ 92,000

Average assessed taxable value (2013) $ 84,679

*Based on 2012 data.
**Total costs include 100 percent financing and a $500 closing allowance.
SOURCE: Lower Valley Housing Corporation.

“It is a long, tiring experience for families to come after or be-
fore work each weekday and all day on Saturday and Sunday 
for 10 months to build each other’s homes, but it is worth it 
because without this program, many families would never 
own their own homes because ‘market’ homes are simply not 
affordable to very-low-income people.” 

Table 3 shows the cost breakdown of these houses, 
which average 1,350 square feet and include a garage. 
The 1,100 square feet of living space includes a kitchen, 
three bedrooms, living and dining rooms, 1.5 baths and a 
laundry room. 

The funding LVHC uses to purchase land and con-
struct and finance the houses comes from multiple sourc-
es. LVHC receives Technical Assistance (TA) grants from 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture/Rural Development 
(USDA/RD) program, plus support for its financial arm 
from the USDA and TDHCA or a bank. LVHC develops a 
two-year production plan and submits the proposal to 
three different lenders: WestStar Bank (a locally owned 
community bank), USDA/RD and TDHCA. After securing 
the mortgage financing, LVHC purchases the land. The 
first lien goes to WestStar Bank, and the second lien goes 
to the Housing Assistance Council, a nonprofit.

The low interest rates received through this mutual 
self-help owner/builder program are of critical importance 
to the potential homeowner. The rates on the 30- to 33-year 
loans from USDA/RD vary from 1 to 4 percent annually. Any 
portion of a loan financed through WestStar Bank comes 
with a fixed rate of 7 percent, while TDHCA’s loans are at 
zero percent. The sweat-equity credit earned by the self-help 
owner/builder portion of the program represents a sizable 
amount of equity that is factored into the overall cost of the 
home, as seen in Table 3.

Challenges
According to LVHC’s Hanson, the biggest challenges 

facing the colonias housing market include accessing 
mortgage funds and obtaining loans from larger banks. 
She notes the difficulty in getting funding or financing 
when the smaller banks with which LVHC has worked are 
bought by large banks. 

Her recommendations on how to make safe, quality 
housing more widely available for and attractive to 
low-income individuals are to increase potential home-
buyers’ access to mortgage funds and quality water and 
sewer services. 

According to Martha Arciniaga of the El Paso County 
Self Help Center and Sarabia of the El Paso Credit Union 
Affordable Housing Corporation, the community faces a 
number of other challenges. 

First, the increased cost of living makes it more 
difficult for residents to pay for their housing, utilities 
and other bills and for nonprofit organizations to provide 
services. Second, federal requirements for nonprofit 
certification, funding availability and staff capacity have 
changed, compounding the risks. Third, transportation 
costs are high when organizations’ geographic reach is 
large and households live in remote areas. Fourth, there 
still are lenders in the community that offer and sell 
high-risk loans to buyers not proficient in English. These 
loans tend to strip financial assets, making it harder for 
households to step out of poverty.
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CHART 

2 Poverty Is Far Reaching in Colonias
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Economic Opportunity
Poverty is pervasive in the Texas colonias, with fully 42 

percent of the population living below the poverty line and 
another 19 percent close to it. Households struggle to survive 
on median income of $28,928; the national average is nearly 
twice as large at $52,762. Roughly 40 percent of households 
rely on public assistance or food stamps; that is nearly four 
times the state and national average of 11 percent.29

Charts 2–4 show that, on average, a greater portion 
of colonia households in every county live in poverty and 
near-poverty and rely on public assistance than households 
living outside of the colonias. 

These bleak incomes and poverty rates necessitate a 
deeper look into the economic context in which they occur. 
What follows is an assessment of the border economy and 
issues impacting residents’ ability to access regional labor 
market opportunities.

The Changing Texas Border Economy
The Texas–Mexico border region is home to a 

manufacturing corridor and supporting transportation 
and logistics industries that export goods globally. The 
Mexican maquiladoras, tax-favored manufacturing plants 
that produce for export, are the biggest contributors to 
border trade and account for 2,000 plants on the Mexican 
side of the border (and an additional 800 plants in the 
Mexican interior). The Mexican maquiladora program 
began in 1965. While most border maquiladoras are 
located along the Texas–Mexico border, Tijuana (across 
from San Diego) also has a large concentration.30 

Under this program, higher-value-added activity 
occurred in the U.S. and lower-skilled manufacturing took 
place in Mexico. This system persists in many respects, 
although an increasing share of production now occurs in 
Mexico due to the cost advantages and preferential tax 
treatment of locating manufacturing in Mexico relative to 
in the U.S. and Canada. 

Over time, complementary industries have grown 
on the U.S. side of the border. With production and 
manufacturing concentrated in Mexico, logistics, ware-
housing, financing, human resources and legal services 
have concentrated in the U.S. In effect, cross-border trade 
propelled growth of a well-paying service sector in several 
Texas border cities. 

As the service sector has grown along the border, 
other sectors such as agriculture have shrunk. For exam-
ple, in South Texas, the share of employment in agriculture 

dropped to less than 2 percent in 2014 from 8 percent in 
1980. Retail and government employment shares have 
expanded to 14 and 22 percent, respectively.

Historically, there has been a large gap in per capita 
income and earnings between border cities and the nation 
as a whole.31 It has narrowed since 2000, mostly because 
of the growth of high-end service and public sector jobs. 

After the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, the Tex-
as–Mexican border tightened. Before 9/11, the waiting time 
to cross the border could be 30 to 35 minutes; after 9/11, 
it could be up to 3.5 hours. This lengthy and unpredictable 
process created a costly bottleneck for production and man-
ufacturing companies. In response, many of them moved to 
the Mexican side of the border. This trend was in place before 
9/11, but it was expedited in the aftermath of 9/11.

The dramatic economic and political changes along the 
border have certainly contributed to changing demograph-
ics in the colonias. The colonia population is not static, but 
data do not exist on how many residents leave and how 
many return. However, colonia residents are largely unable to 
capitalize on the higher-paid economic opportunities in their 
respective regions of the Texas border, as evidenced by the 
poverty and near-poverty rate (61 percent) and the low level 
of employment in the formal economy (50 percent of the 
working-age population) (Chart 5).

While there is a dearth of data on what types of jobs 
colonia residents hold, data exist on the sectors in which 
colonia residents work. Chart 6 shows that 28 percent of 
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residents working in the formal economy are employed in the 
service sector and 21 percent in the sales and office sector. 
The remainder work in the production, transportation and 
material moving; natural resources, construction and mainte-
nance; and management, business, science and arts sectors.

Some of these employment opportunities are self-made 
by colonia residents who create microenterprises to generate 
income. Box 1 highlights the economic opportunities generat-
ed by Eagle Ford Shale. 

Table 4 shows microenterprise data for six of Texas’ bor-
der counties. Notable is the importance of microbusinesses 
and nonemployer firms to all of these counties’ economies. 
In these counties, the volume of firms with no employees 
(“nonemployer firms”) far exceeds the volume of firms with 
one to four employees (“microbusinesses”). Further, about 
half of all employer firms are microbusinesses. The micro-
business and nonemployer firms’ share of total firms is 90 
percent to 96 percent, depending on the county. These data 
are comparable to statewide data.

The Importance of the Informal Economy
In the Texas colonias, the employment rate is an estimat-

ed 50 percent. Given that 43 percent of adults in the colonias 
are not officially in the labor force (Chart 5), how do these 
residents support themselves and their families? They likely 
participate in the border’s thriving informal economy—as 
employers, employees and consumers.

The informal economy—in which government authority 
and protection are minimal—is entrenched in South Texas. 
It refers to “activities and income that are partially or fully 
outside government regulation, taxation, and observation.”32 
This means that workers work off the books and are paid in 
cash, and there are few government mandates or safeguards. 
Workers in this labor market earn relatively low wages, lack 
job security and upward mobility and do not have government 
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BOX 

1 Eagle Ford Shale

One economic force in Webb and Maverick counties is the Eagle Ford Shale boom. Rapid oilfield development has brought new jobs, rising 
income and growing wealth to this historically low-wage, low-income area.i It is uncertain to what extent colonia residents are benefiting from the 
shale industry growth in terms of work opportunities. The 2015 decline in oil prices will have an impact, and an official assessment may not come 
until the 2020 census. 

According to a Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas report, “Eagle Ford’s development beginning in late 2008 was interrupted by the recession and 
a sharp decline in energy prices. It was back on track by 2010, growing at a rapid pace. … By 2011, the number of drilling permits issued annually in 
Eagle Ford counties for new oil and natural gas wells had more than doubled.”ii 

Some entrepreneurial colonia residents have begun to access the job opportunities generated by the Eagle Ford. Sara Saldaña, vice president of 
the Laredo office of microenterprise lender LiftFundiii, says some residents are serving as subcontractors for the oil companies, pointing to the “hot 
shots,” who purchase trucks to haul supplies, including sand, sand blowers, water and chemicals from rig to rig across Texas. These contracts are 
lucrative, paying salaries well above those typically available to colonia residents. Saldaña adds, “You don’t have to have a high level of education—
you just need to be a hard worker.” Webb County Commissioner Rosaura Tijerina says two Larga Vista colonia businesses, Ace Transportation and 
Acme Truck Line, have grown rapidly to meet the needs of the oil and gas industry.

i “Oil Boom in Eagle Ford Shale Brings New Wealth to South Texas,” by Robert W. Gilmer, Raul Hernandez and Keith Phillips, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Southwest Economy,  
Second Quarter 2012.
ii “El Paso and Texas Border Cities Close the Gap in Per Capita Income,” by Robert W. Gilmer and Roberto Coronado, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Crossroads, no. 2, 2012. 
iii LiftFund was formerly known as Accion Texas. 

protection from abusive or exploitative employers. Informal 
employment on the South Texas border is concentrated in 
construction, domestic services and tourism.33

Workers also operate in the informal economy when 
they don’t report their income or don’t pay their taxes. 
Higher-income individuals, too, participate in the informal 
economy when they hire undocumented workers or 
service providers. 

 Entrepreneurs operate in the informal economy when 
they fail to follow mandated policies or regulations—for 

example, by not declaring their imported goods to officials, 
not paying duties at customs, not having a business permit, 
not paying taxes or not collecting sales taxes. Informal 
cross-border entrepreneurship, observe Richardson and 
Pisani, “is facilitated by fraudulent crossing documents, 
family networks, facilitation payments, a willing group of 
buyers who often seek to keep their purchases ‘off the re-
cord,’ and government officials on both sides of the border 
not inspecting too closely or raising too many questions 
about the movement of merchandise.”34

Proximity to the border creates a competitive 
advantage for entrepreneurs and cost savings for con-
sumers. Entrepreneurs can buy goods that are cheap (or 
unavailable) on one side of the border and sell these goods 
at a higher price on the other side. Or they can buy raw 
materials and manufacture products on whichever side of 
the border is cheapest and sell their finished goods on the 
other side for a profit.35

The flea market—la pulga—is the hub of the informal 
marketplace and a common fixture in the colonias. 
Entrepreneurs conduct business at la pulga because the 
profits can help them make ends meet and they can have a 
schedule that is flexible relative to other workplaces. They 
sell a wide range of products—from handcrafted goods to 
goods that they bought or repaired. Consumers buy at la 
pulga because they can purchase relatively inexpensive 
necessities and other household items that they otherwise 
might not be able to afford, such as food, clothing, personal 
care products, music, electronics and furniture.
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TABLE 

4 Microenterprises Are Prevalent in Texas Border Region Counties 

Number of employer firms with 
1-4 employees (microbusinesses)

Number of nonemployer firms Microbusiness share of all  
employer firms (%)

Microbusiness and nonemployer 
share of total firms (%)

Cameron 3,089 29,478 48.8 90.1

El Paso 6,770 54,434 49.3 89.8

Hidalgo 5,579 66,203 48.5 92.3

Maverick 393 4,370 50.8 92.6

Starr 249 6,670 45.9 95.9

Webb 2,398 22,565 48.2 90.1

Texas 276,449 2,014,124 51.4 89.8

SOURCE: Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics and County Business Patterns, 2012.

Puestos (stalls) at la pulga (flea market) in Webb County. Photo 
credit: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

Entrepreneurial residents have capitalized on Laredo’s 
position as the largest inland port in the U.S. by selling 
merchandise from pallets at la pulga. Entrepreneurs obtain 
a loan of $500 to a few thousand dollars from microenter-
prise lender LiftFund to purchase pallets at the Industry Park 
Warehouse where import–export agencies store their goods. 
Entrepreneurs cannot view the pallets’ contents because 
the pallets are tightly wrapped in plastic, but they generally 
contain items like clothing, toys, household goods and elec-
tronics. Sara Saldaña, vice president of the Laredo office of 
LiftFund, explains that these microloans enable low-income 
entrepreneurs to capitalize on this regional economic oppor-
tunity. “In Laredo, our bread and butter is the import–export 
business,” she says.

La pulga is not only economically and financially 
important, but also socially and culturally invaluable. It is 
where families and friends socialize and network. It is where 
they share valuable information, such as job opportunities. 
La pulga is vital to communities’ survival, strength and 
resilience because it enables community members to 
regularly earn an income, stretch their budgets and build 
their social capital; i.e., valuable social networks that allow 
them to build trust, reciprocity and cooperation with other 
community members.

Accessing Regional Labor Market 
Opportunities

Some of the top issues impacting residents’ ability to 
access regional labor market opportunities are:

 • Low educational attainment and lack of skills needed 
to obtain jobs that offer a living wage and upward 
mobility

 • Limited English proficiency
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BOX 

2 Informal to Formal Economy Through Microenterprise 

Leticia’s Microenterprise
In Garciasville, a colonia in Starr County, Leticia Jones runs a restaurant called 

Letty’s Comida Casera. Because the locale is in a remote area about eight miles from 
Rio Grande City, her business has adapted and focuses on its delivery services to local 
schools and a catering service for events. She exemplifies how microlender LiftFund 
helps move colonia residents from informal finances to a formal relationship with a 
bank. 

Jones attended a workshop as part of a program called AVANCE at the Colonias 
Unidas community center in nearby Las Lomas. A senior loan officer with LiftFund 
explained how to prepare business financials, qualify for a loan, keep a ledger with a 
formal bookkeeping system, and repair and build credit.

Prior to the workshop, Jones’ husband had suffered a back injury and was unable 
to work. Her husband didn’t qualify for unemployment benefits, and it took a year and 
a half for him to be approved for disability benefits. As a result, she was forced to take 
out several loans from payday lenders that came with high interest rates and fees. 
Jones realized she was in a difficult situation when she applied for a LiftFund loan and 
went over her payday loan documents. The loan officer helped her develop a plan to 
pay off the loans. 

Jones has received several business loans from LiftFund and now her future is 
bright. She used her first LiftFund loan to start a jewelry business, which was short-lived because of the development of arthritis in her hands. Rather 
than give up, she decided to pursue a food-service business. She says, “Lo traigo en la sangre” (“It’s in my blood”). She continued the family tradition 
of cooking that began with her grandmother in Veracruz, Mexico. She began by working out of her home, selling platters to teachers at the schools 
her children attended. Due to the increase in clientele and her need for space to prepare the food, Jones had to find a way to build a kitchen outside 
of her home. She sought assistance from LiftFund, which helped her find a location for the restaurant and receive approval for a loan to cover the rent. 
The increase in space allowed her to expand the business, but the location on the outskirts of Garciasville brought challenges. Because there isn’t much 
traffic flow, the business relies on its delivery service. Jones is promoting her catering service, which has seen much success in the community. She 
is working on getting her next loan to move her restaurant into Rio Grande City, where she expects to find more business and eliminate the summer 
downtime when schools are not in session. 

Jones says the restaurant has had a profound impact on the lives of her children: “The boys help us with the business a lot; they are learning and 
they’re growing along with the business. And, well, my daughter also because of her interest in studying business administration so she can help me in 
the future.” 

Her daughter, a student at University of Texas–Pan American, intends to earn her degree to formally study what she learned at an early age watch-
ing her mother. The business is a true family asset, teaching her children resourcefulness, resilience and discipline as well as entrepreneurial skills that 
cannot be learned in a classroom.

 

Leticia Jones, Garciasville colonia resident, Starr County, working in her 
prospering restaurant. Photo credit: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

 • Low access to quality financial services and products 
that protect savings and assets 

 • Little or no access to the Internet
Low Educational Attainment. Adults living in colonias 

have relatively low educational attainment, with 55 
percent having earned less than a high school diploma. 
Access to quality education, from cradle to career, is vital. 
Colonia residents must be able to access jobs that pay 
a living wage and offer upward mobility. If they aspire 
to be successful entrepreneurs, they need to have the 
knowledge and skills to build financially strong businesses. 
Regardless of whether they choose to be employees or 
employers, colonia residents must be well-connected to 
regional economic opportunities over the long term. For a 
detailed discussion of this issue, see the Education section 
of this report.

Limited English Proficiency. English proficiency is 
another necessity in the marketplace for both employers 

and employees. Chart 7 shows how adults living in border 
colonias have significantly lower English-language skills, 
especially when compared with all adults in Texas and 
the U.S. In the U.S. in general, “poor English-speaking 
ability makes the largest contribution to the poverty 
gap,” even more than educational attainment, “explaining 
6.1 percentage points of the 13 percentage-point gap 
between Hispanics and non-Hispanic whites,” according 
to economic research in the article “Limited English Skills, 
Relative Youth Contribute to Hispanic Poverty Rates.”36

Consequently, there is a labor market penalty for 
those with limited English proficiency in the Texas–Mexico 
border region, just as there is in the rest of the country. An 
important difference between the border economy and 
other economies, however, is that there is a labor market 
reward for bilingualism (Spanish/English). Many jobs on 
the border require or prefer English and Spanish fluency 
to serve both English- and Spanish-speaking clientele 
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and demonstrate a cultural connection to a population 
that is predominantly Hispanic. Spanish fluency is also a 
requirement in conducting business with Mexico and other 
Latin American countries. 

Limited Access to Quality Financial Products and 
Services. Colonia residents’ ability to protect income and as-
sets is directly related to their access to quality financial ser-
vices and products, such as checking and savings accounts; 
loans for higher education and vocational/technical training, 
vehicles, housing and businesses; investments that expand 
their productive assets; and insurance for their personal be-
longings, vehicles, houses, businesses and medical care.

Nearly 45 percent of individuals in the border counties 
are either unbanked or underbanked—a significantly higher 
share than in the U.S. overall. The share is likely higher among 
colonia residents. With few nearby mainstream financial 
institutions and little participation in those that exist, options 
for protecting income and assets are limited.

In the formal economy, having easy and convenient 
access to quality financial products and services is a 
necessity and goes hand-in-hand with access to quality 
financial education. This access is crucial to building the 
knowledge and skills to make the best financial decisions. 

Chart 8 compares the unbanked and underbanked 
rates of the border counties with those of Texas and the U.S. 
“Unbanked” refers to households that do not have a check-
ing or savings account. “Underbanked” refers to households 

that have a checking and/or savings account but within the 
past 12 months also used alternative financial products such 
as check cashing, nonbank money orders, payday loans, 
refund-anticipation loans, rent-to-own agreements and 
pawnshop contracts.

According to community-based organizations in 
South Texas, alternative financial companies “are very 
active” in colonias. They market their products and 
services to colonia residents because these individuals 
have or know of few alternatives when they need help 
paying bills. Says Olivia Figueroa, director of Ayuda Inc., 
a social services agency in El Paso County’s San Elizario 
colonia, “Alternative lenders are everywhere on television 
commercials and near colonias.” 

Residents’ geographic isolation, low incomes, often 
poor or nonexistent credit scores and unfamiliarity with 
mainstream financial institutions’ offerings make safer 
products and services largely inaccessible. LiftFund Senior 
Loan Officer Marlene Rodriguez adds, “In Starr County, 
most colonia residents don’t know their credit score, and 
they assume they would not qualify for a bank loan. … They 
get hooked in the predatory loan cycle in order to make 
ends meet and don’t see other options.”

Figueroa and Elvira Valles, vice president of LiftFund 
in the El Paso region, have both observed many families 
losing their vehicles to title loan companies because they 
were not able to catch up on their payments. “They go to 
payday lenders that are advertised on television, where 
you go and get $1,000 in five minutes, but you have to 
give them your car title,” says Figueroa. “Or they go ask 
for a loan and they [the lenders] charge them very high 
interest rates. But there are times when it is an emergen-
cy and the need forces them to get a loan. They end up 
paying double [what they borrowed] or more.” 

LiftFund works with colonia residents who have obtained 
an alternative financial product or service and are financially 
worse off because of it. Says Valles, “We’ve had to refinance 
a lot of those loans. We go over the loan documents with 
people, showing them the amortization schedule and interest 
rate, which is sometimes 80 percent, 100 percent. When they 
see the terms, they say, ‘I can’t believe I signed that. I’ve been 
paying on this for a year now … that’s why the balance is not 
going down.’ And they pledged their vehicles on these loans. 
In many cases, that’s the only vehicle they have. So that’s 
why there is a commitment to make their payments.”

LiftFund partners with Lone Star Bank and IBC Bank 
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in Starr County to provide workshops that teach people 
how to build their credit and obtain safer loan products.

Municipal governments are also responding by 
placing restrictions on alternative lenders. In January 2013, 
the El Paso City Council passed an ordinance prohibiting 
payday lenders from exploitative practices within the 
city limits. However, cities cannot control what happens 
outside the city limits. As a result, as cities adopt restric-
tive ordinances, payday lenders are moving to suburbs 
and surrounding rural communities, observes the Texas 
Municipal League.37

By learning how to increase their income as em-
ployees and employers, protect their income and assets, 
reduce expenses and invest in productive assets that are 
attractive and convenient, colonia residents can begin 
to break the cycle of poverty. Making informed financial 
decisions starts with education.

In addition to the work of LiftFund and its partners, 
dozens of other organizations are helping residents of the 
colonias strengthen their financial knowledge and skills. 
For example, more than 25 entities from the higher edu-
cation, banking and credit union, community development 
and government sectors have joined together as the Deep 

South Texas Financial Literacy Alliance. Established in 
2013 and led by the Texas Education Agency’s Region One 
Educational Service Center in Edinburg, the alliance works 
with students and parents from Laredo to Brownsville 
and northward toward Brooks County to offer financial 
education.

Another way colonia families can protect their income 
is by having their taxes prepared for free at a Volunteer 
Income Tax Assistance (VITA) site and claiming the Earned 
Income Tax Credit (EITC) on their federal income tax 
return. A family with two children could potentially claim a 
maximum credit of $5,548 for the 2015 tax year.38 

Limited Access to the Internet. Internet connectivity 
can make a dramatic difference—particularly in residents’ 
ability to learn about, invest in and shop for career 
opportunities, education, housing and financial products.  
For example, they could apply for jobs, enroll in online 
classes and use financial products and services that are 
higher quality than those offered locally.   

According to the Center for Public Integrity’s 
Investigative Reporting Workshop, there is a distinct 
digital divide between low-income and higher-income 
households. In fact, McAllen has the lowest broadband 
subscription rate in the U.S. “Every major survey has 
shown that the lower the income, the less likely it is that 
households will subscribe to the Internet. … Wealthier 
households subscribe at a rate of 80 percent to 100 per-
cent, while low-income areas of the city, some exceeding a 
50 percent poverty rate, subscribe at a rate of 40 percent 
to 60 percent.”39 
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CHART 

9 Educational Attainment Lags in Colonias
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Education

“Education is very important to colonia 
residents. They understand the value and 
the need to have an education in terms of 
breaking the cycle of poverty. Yet they often 
live a different reality in which education 
competes with a family’s task of managing 
[their] daily needs to survive.” 

—David Arizmendi, assistant professor of sociology 
at South Texas College and former executive 
director of self-help housing nonprofit Proyecto 
Azteca 

Low educational attainment helps explain why poverty 
is persistent and concentrated in the colonias. Parents 
want to help their children succeed but are hindered by 
their own low education levels, lack of experience with the 
education system and limited English proficiency, which 
make it difficult for them to be advocates for their children 
in school. 

Further, the digital divide (discussed in the Economic 
Opportunity section of this report) disproportionately 
impacts children when their parents cannot provide them 
with computers and Internet access at home—critical tools 
in leveling the playing field for low-income students.

Educational attainment in the Texas border colonias 
lags far behind county, state and national averages. As 
Chart 9 shows, 78 percent of the adult population in the 
colonias has a high school diploma or less. In contrast, 
in the Texas border counties, 59 percent of the adult 
population has a high school diploma or less. Meanwhile, 22 
percent of adults in the border colonias have some college 
or a college degree or higher, compared with 55 percent for 
Texas and 57 percent for the nation.

Chart 10 highlights the importance of education to 
earnings. In general, the more one learns, the more one 
earns. On average, individuals who have only a high school 
diploma earn $27,528 a year. Taking some college classes 
is important because it helps push up earnings. However, 
there is a distinct jump in earnings when an individual has a 
bachelor’s degree and when an individual earns a graduate 
or professional degree. 

The average college graduate earns 45 percent more 
per year than the average high school graduate. The average 
graduate or professional degree holder earns 59 percent 

more per year than the average high school graduate. The 
importance of having enough earnings to save and invest 
cannot be overstated. According to former Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben Bernanke, “Ensuring that every American has 
the chance to improve his or her economic circumstances 
through hard work, saving, entrepreneurship and other 
productive activities is essential for building healthy commu-
nities and achieving sustainable economic growth.”40
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Members of the PTA Comunitario present the goals and 
recommendations for their organization. Photo credit: Project ARISE

Lourdes Flores, executive director of ARISE, facilitates the PTA 
Comunitario at the group’s monthly meeting. Photo credit: Project 
ARISE

Within the past two decades, there has been a 
tremendous amount of work and success at the grassroots 
level to develop the talent and workforce readiness of 
colonia youth. The objective is to increase earnings and, 
ultimately, savings and investing to break the cycle of 
poverty. This section of the report highlights some of 
the major efforts to overcome the barriers and improve 
educational outcomes.

Investing in What Works: Bottom-Up 
Approaches to Develop Talent 

A number of local efforts are aimed at developing 
students’ talents, preparing them for the workforce and 
helping them become civically engaged. While their areas 
of focus and approaches may differ, they all serve as 
building blocks to community and economic development 
in South Texas’ low- and moderate-income communities. 

Organizations behind some of the most noteworthy 
efforts are Project ARISE, Llano Grande Center for 
Research and Development, South Texas College, IDEA 
Public Schools and Pharr–San Juan–Alamo (PSJA) 
Independent School District. 

Project ARISE
Project ARISE started as a woman-led organization 

in 1987 to empower female residents in the colonia of Las 
Milpas in Hidalgo County. Over the past three decades, 
this initiative has developed into a nationally recognized 
grassroots organization that continues to be driven 
primarily by female colonia residents. It employs 30 staff 
members at four centers, serving over 1,000 families in the 
county’s colonias.

One of ARISE’s initiatives is the Community Parent–
Teacher Association (PTA), known as the PTA Comunitario, 
which the Intercultural Development Research Association 
(IDRA), based in San Antonio, helped form. In 2014, the 
National PTA presented an Exceptional Community PTA 
Award to the ARISE Community PTA. 

Unlike traditional PTA meetings, Community PTA 
meetings are held in the colonias rather than at school. 
By bringing PTA meetings into the community, Project 
ARISE makes the school system more parent-friendly. 
School administrators and teachers meet with colonia 
parents in a comfortable environment, with meetings 
conducted in Spanish. This enables parents to learn how 
to more effectively voice their perspectives to teachers 

and administrators and navigate the school system.41 IDRA 
trains parents on how to use data to more effectively 
communicate and negotiate with school officials. Some 
issues addressed include concern with math scores in 
the state-mandated exam (then TAKS) and low SAT/ACT 
scores. Ultimately, the organization helps faculty and staff 
learn about parent concerns and their students’ experi-
ence and how to more successfully interact with parents. 

Building these stronger relationships is important be-
cause it supports parental engagement which, according 
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BOX 

3 South Texas College’s Accomplishments and Achievements 

2014 Academies program selected as a finalist for the 2014 Excelencia in Education Award*

2013 Dual Enrollment Academies program selected as a finalist for the national Bellwether Legacy Award

2012 Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Star Award recipient for the Dual Enrollment Medical Science Academy 

2011 Advocate and supporter of S.B. 975 (the Public Junior College and School District Partnership Program to Provide Dropout Recovery)

2009 Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Star Award for High School Recovery Program (partnership with Pharr–San Juan–Alamo  
Independent School District)

2008 Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Star Award finalist for Dual Enrollment Academies

2008 Dual Enrollment Academies finalist for the national Bellwether Legacy Award

2003 Sponsor of H.B. 415 to establish career and technology dual-enrollment opportunities

* In September 2014, the South Texas College Dual Enrollment Academies program was selected from among 217 competitors from 26 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico as one of 14 
finalists for the 2014 Examples of Excelencia award. Conceived and run by Excelencia in Education, this is the only national initiative to systematically identify, recognize and catalog evidence-based 
programs that improve Latino college success. See http://news.southtexascollege.edu/?p=8956.
SOURCE: Academic Advancement 2014 Annual Report, High School Programs & Services, by Center for Teaching & Learning, South Texas College, Oct. 28, 2014, http://academicaffairs.
southtexascollege.edu/highschool/pdf/2014%20Report%20HSPS.pdf.

to the Harvard Family Research Project and National 
PTA, is crucial for students’ success. “Research suggests 
that family engagement promotes a range of benefits 
for students, including improved school readiness, higher 
student achievement, better social skills and behavior and 
increased likelihood of high school graduation.”42

Llano Grande Center for Research and Development
The Llano Grande Center for Research and 

Development, a nonprofit based in Edcouch, Texas, and 
affiliated with the Edcouch–Elsa Independent School 
District, started as a college preparation program in the 
early 1990s and formally began operations in summer 
1997. Developed locally with the assistance of outside 
foundation grants, the program seeks to raise education 
expectations for graduating high school seniors. The 
organization, located about 25 miles northeast of McAllen, 
serves students drawn from more than two-dozen colonias 
in Hidalgo County. 

Llano Grande’s purpose is to create a college-going 
culture through a community-based curriculum that focus-
es on personal identity development. Students interview 
local elders to develop a deeper appreciation, understand-
ing and respect for their environment. In the process, 
they learn cultural, technical and political skills that may 
help them pursue community change. Participation varies 
from 25 to 60 students per year from the 1,400-student 

Edcouch–Elsa High School. Since the program’s inception, 
70 of the students have attended top-tier universities.43

Orlando Salinas, associate director of the Llano 
Grande Center, states, “We are committed to not only 
raising the expectations of students and families in our 
community but providing opportunities for them to be 
agents of transformational change.” Salinas was a student 
of the Llano Grande Center and, like many of its alumni, he 
returned home to serve his community. 

South Texas College
South Texas College (STC) is a community college 

that was founded in 1993. It has over 30,000 students and 
1,600 faculty and staff members across Hidalgo and Starr 
counties. Its five campuses are in McAllen, Rio Grande City 
and Weslaco. 

STC has one of the largest dual-enrollment programs 
in Texas. Begun in 1997, it originally had eight dual-en-
rollment students; by 2014, the program had expanded 
to serve over 12,500 students.44 Today, the program is in 
over 70 high schools, representing 23 South Texas school 
districts.

Students can enroll in the program if they meet man-
datory college requirements. Starting in their junior year 
of high school, students take high school classes in the 
morning and dual-credit college courses in the afternoon. 
Students can choose from six dual-enrollment academies. 
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IDEA College Signing Day 2012. Photo credit: IDEA Public Schools

Four academies are “academic”—computer science, 
criminal justice, engineering and medical science—and 
two are “school to career”—one specializing in electronic 
health records and another in welding.

By the time they graduate from high school, 
students have earned both a high school diploma and a 
post-secondary certificate or associate’s degree. In 2014, 
1,038 graduating high school students earned college 
certificates from STC in a variety of subjects, ranging 
from emergency medical technology and patient care to 
computers and the Internet. Because the college waives 
its fees for high school students, their families together 
have saved more than $85 million since 2003.45

STC says that it aggressively promotes a college- 
going culture not only through its dual-enrollment courses 
and academies, but also its dropout recovery programs, 
26 early-college high schools and college enrollment 
initiatives (Box 3). For example, STC’s dropout prevention 
program targets students at risk of repeating the 9th 
grade. In the 2013–14 school year, the program served over 
100 students. In addition, the high school recovery pro-
gram helps fifth-year high school students earn their high 
school diplomas and enroll in college. Since 2007, STC has 
partnered with nine high schools to help more than 4,000 
of these students graduate.

IDEA Public Schools
College for all children is the mission of Individuals 

Dedicated to Excellence and Achievement (IDEA) schools.46 
Based in Hidalgo County and founded in 2000, the 

nonprofit education organization operates 30 tuition-free 
public charter schools and aspires to teach students how to 
be successful college students and citizens. 

IDEA schools are in the Rio Grande Valley, Austin and 
San Antonio, with more than 15,000 students in kindergar-
ten through 12th grade, 83 percent of whom are economi-
cally disadvantaged. The organization plans to expand its 
statewide network to 60 schools by 2017. According to the 
IDEA 2013 annual report, “For the seventh year in a row, 
100 percent of IDEA’s graduating seniors were accepted to 
college.”

When asked what has led to the success of IDEA 
public schools, Sam Goessling, IDEA’s chief advancement 
officer, responded, “There is not just one silver bullet; 
it is the combination of approaches. This includes a 
culture of high expectations for the adults, students and 
families who believe in the ‘college for all students’ motto; 
professional development for teachers so every student 
has a great teacher and every school has a great leader; 
and a cutting-edge program model that sets a high bar 
for achievement in which each high school student takes 
at least 11 AP courses by the time they graduate so our 
students are prepared for the rigor of college.”

IDEA’s success surpasses state and national averages. 
To date, its alumni have graduated from college at twice 
the rate of their peers in Texas and five times the rate of 
low-income and Hispanic students nationwide. IDEA’s 
college preparation includes field trips for third graders to 
high school students. They visit colleges and universities, 
historical sites and museums. 
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PSJA ISD parents take the  volunteer oath. Photo credit: Pharr-San 
Juan-Alamo ISD

In 2011, IDEA partnered with the Pharr–San Juan–
Alamo school district to create the Rio Grande Valley 
Center for Teaching and Leading Excellence. The center’s 
focus is to increase the number of effective faculty and 
administrators. IDEA also offers students access to the 
Internet through its iLearning Hotspot, which all students 
use at least three times a week in 45-minute sessions.

Pharr–San Juan–Alamo Independent  
School District 

The Pharr–San Juan–Alamo (PSJA) Independent 
School District serves 32,000 students, 99 percent of 
whom are Hispanic. The district reaches 82 colonias in 
South Texas. Among its challenges, 85 percent of the 
student body is economically disadvantaged, 73 percent 
is considered at risk of dropping out and 41 percent has 
limited English proficiency. 

PSJA’s focus is to prepare students—starting at the 
prekindergarten level—to become high school graduates 
who are well prepared for college and who enroll in and 
graduate from a college or university. It provides dual- 
enrollment college courses through its six Early College 
High Schools, two alternative high schools and partnership 
with South Texas College. Its four-year high school 
graduation rate is 88 percent, and every semester nearly 
3,000 high school students are enrolled in college courses. 
For the class of 2014, almost 1,100 seniors graduated with 
college hours, and over 700 of them completed at least 
one semester of college work while still in high school. 
The district projects that by 2017, half of its high school 
graduates will have taken dual-credit courses.

The success of PSJA and its students has garnered 
national attention. In July 2012, the PBS NewsHour show-
cased the South Texas public school district in a two-part 
series, and its dropout prevention program has become 
a nationally recognized model.47 The U.S. Department 
of Education has identified PSJA as a model for major 
urban school districts in the nation and hosts workshops 
on PSJA’s model for dropout prevention and recovery. A 
number of national organizations have lauded its ground-
breaking work, including Jobs for the Future (Boston), 
First Focus (Washington, D.C.) and the Education Trust 
(Washington, D.C.) as well as the national publication 
Education Week.

Understanding this success requires understand-
ing the educational model implemented by district 

Superintendent Daniel King. In his seven years at PSJA, 
King has led the district’s efforts in increasing the four-
year high school graduation rate from 62 percent to a 
historic high of 88 percent.

“We created a completely new high school concept,” 
King explains. “We created a dual-college enrollment high 
school for dropouts. Our message to the young people 
was, ‘You didn’t finish high school? Start college today.’ It 
was about building on strengths and assets and focusing 
in on what these young people could be or become 
instead of making their deficiencies the main focus.” 

This emphasis on student strengths is known as an 
asset-based approach. Traditional educational models 
commonly take a deficiency-based approach, which 
centers on student disadvantages. King adds, “Most 
educational models are about identifying deficiencies and 
remediating these.”

PSJA’s asset-based approach is exemplified by its 
cultivation of bilingualism. Texas school districts generally 
discontinue bilingual programs around the second grade, 
leaving many older students who are not yet proficient 
in English to fall behind in their academic progress. In 
contrast, PSJA conducts classes in Spanish for English-
language learners while helping them build their English 
proficiency. All students—including high school students—
can enroll in the district’s dual-language program.

King emphasizes the value of bilingualism to students 
and the economy. “We graduate students from high 
school who are highly biliterate—they’ve taken physics, 
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BOX 

4 From Colonia to Silicon Valley: A Success Story

Cecilia Guadalupe Corral exemplifies the success of Pharr–San Juan–
Alamo (PSJA) ISD’s mission and approach. She grew up in the Las 
Milpas colonia and attended PSJA High School. Through its dual-en-
rollment program with South Texas College, Corral graduated from 
high school with an associate’s degree in engineering. She went on to 
attend Stanford University and is currently the chief design officer of a 
medical nonprofit.

She says her family and neighborhood environments nurtured her 
curiosity and love for learning. “Both of my parents only went through 
elementary school [in Mexico] because their families did not have 
resources, but I grew up seeing my dad read every single night,” she 
says. “He would read the newspaper front and back, along with books. 
My mom would read as well. ... My father would make us read poetry in 
Spanish, and that is why I grew up being bilingual.” 

Her older siblings were her role models and shared with her what 
they were learning. When her older sister took a creative director’s job 
at an advertising agency, Corral job-shadowed her. This opportunity 
enabled her to interact with designers and strengthened her interest in 
design and engineering.

Corral distinguished herself in her college application process with 
her associate’s degree. After graduating from Stanford, she went to 
work for San Francisco-based CareMessage. As chief design officer, 
she combines her expertise in design and engineering with her bilin-
gual and bicultural fluency. Notably, she redesigned the agency’s com-
munication content so that it would more effectively serve low-income 
Hispanic patients. Corral says she hopes to bring CareMessage to the 
Texas colonias and the surrounding border region to improve health 
care delivery and community health.

PSJA ISD superintendent Daniel P. King walks in the PSJA 
neighborhoods with staff from Aida C. Escobar Elementary to recover 
dropouts and noncompleters during the district’s annual Countdown 
to Zero Dropout Recovery Walk. Photo credit: Pharr–San Juan-Alamo 
Independent School District

calculus or different core courses in Spanish, so they can 
read, write and function academically in both English and 
Spanish. “Bilingualism,” he adds, “makes PSJA students 
marketable and valuable resources in a global economy.”

Recognizing the value of parental involvement, the 
district created a swearing-in ceremony for parent volun-
teers. The local judge (justice of the peace) officiates, and 
parents take an oath and sign a pledge form to indicate 
their commitment. This formal process is important, King 
says, because it “gives volunteers a sense of significance 
and responsibility to the duties they are performing. 
They take the work more seriously and also feel a sense 
of commitment. They hold themselves accountable and, 
therefore, continue to increase their volunteer time. [As 
a result], the investment of their time to the schools 
becomes much more important and worthwhile.”

PSJA also teaches parents about the Texas and U.S. 
educational systems so that they can successfully navigate 
them. The district goes a step further by investing in 
parents’ academic and professional education. “We look at 
our work as community transformation,” King says. “If you 
only deal with the student, you will get great progress, but 
that’s only part of the picture. Parents who see opportuni-
ty for themselves will often impart that to their children.” 

PSJA provides adult education programs in old office 
buildings and schools that it refurbished into five Parent 
Community Engagement Centers. Partnering with local 

nonprofits, colleges and economic development centers, 
it offers continuing-education classes in or near colonia 
neighborhoods.48 The community has found the classes to 
be valuable: By the end of the last school year, over 3,000 
parents had attended classes. The most popular classes 
included English as a Second Language and General 
Educational Development (GED), followed by computer 
technology and U.S. citizenship.

PSJA has 33 community partners that together offer a 
diversity of services to families. Partnering entities include 
the cities of Alamo and Pharr, Pharr Theatre Group, Texas 
Rio Grande Legal Aid, San Juan Economic Development 
Corporation, Alamo Chamber of Commerce, South Texas 
Nursing Academy and Nuestra Clinica Del Valle.

Through PSJA’s volunteer program, “Paying It 
Forward,” parents volunteer at their children’s schools 
and at nonprofits and other community entities. In 2013, 
443 parents volunteered at their children’s schools for 
over 97,300 hours, and 605 parents volunteered at local 
community organizations for over 6,000 hours.
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Health
There is a paucity of health data specific to colonia res-

idents. Thus, for this report, the Dallas Fed looked at coun-
ty-level data and interviewed staff from community health 
centers, the Health and Human Services Commission, the 
Texas A&M Colonias Program, residents and others. 

The Texas Secretary of State’s color classification system, 
referenced in the Infrastructure section of this report, was 
designed to monitor health risk based on the infrastructure 
status of each colonia. As discussed previously, progress was 
made between 2006 and 2014 in access to potable water, 
wastewater disposal and other forms of infrastructure. The 
number of colonias that are red, or high health risk, dropped 
from 442 in 2006 to 337 by 2014. However, the 337 remain-
ing red colonias are a serious concern. In the six counties ex-
amined in this study, approximately 38,000 colonia residents 
do not have access to safe drinking water. For instance, of the 
62 colonias in Webb County, more than half (35) are classi-
fied as red and do not have access to potable water, which is 
critical for good health.49

Health Issues Are Complex
It is important to note that health issues are also tied to 

housing and environmental conditions that are not captured 
in the colonia health-risk classification system. Homes may 
lack insulation or even a kitchen. Colonias located in flood 
zones may suffer from mosquito infestations; others located 
near crops may expose residents to harmful pesticides. In 
Tornillo, a colonia in El Paso County, residents are experienc-
ing high levels of arsenic in the water provided by the local 
water utility. Furthermore, some colonias may be classified 
as green, or low health risk, while residents use private well 
water. This well water may be contaminated—the potability is 
not monitored by authorities.50

Access to quality food can be a challenge because many 
colonias exist in food deserts—areas where grocery stores 
with healthy foods, such as fruits and vegetables, are farther 
away than a corner market or the dollar store.51 Furthermore, 
few colonias have parks or public spaces that promote 
healthy lifestyles or where children and adults can exercise. 
Isolation and lack of transportation, public or private, can 
limit access to healthy alternatives as well as to health care. 
These social determinants of health are considered the most 
critical to positive health outcomes.52

In The Colonias Reader, researchers discuss how 
“health outcomes arise from a series of direct and indirect 
social and structural relationships.” They demonstrate 

how language, migration status and access to education 
make it difficult for colonia residents to build their 
human capital. This negatively impacts their access to 
employment/income, health insurance, health literacy 
and safe housing, which leads to poor health outcomes. 
Limited English proficiency, for example, not only 
penalizes colonia residents in the labor market (as noted 
in the Economic Opportunity section of this report), but 
also poses challenges in navigating access to health care. 
Ultimately, such outcomes place a heavy burden on city 
and county governments.53

For Texas colonias, health issues are intertwined 
with the distinct economic, social and cultural dynamics 
of the broader border region. For example, in a study of 
Cameron County, higher rates of diabetes—in particular 
undiagnosed diabetes—were found in the “poorest of the 
poor.”54 In a separate analysis, the prevalence of diabetes 
among Mexican-Americans in Cameron County was 30.7 
percent, with hypertension at 30.5 percent.55 In 2013, 
Cameron County ranked 212th out of 232 Texas counties 
as measured by the combination of such factors as health 
behaviors, clinical care, social and economic influences 
and physical environment.56

A November 2013 Washington Post article describes 
the vicious cycle in neighboring Hidalgo County in which 
poverty has led almost “40 percent of residents to enroll 
in the food-stamp program … which means a widespread 
reliance on cheap, processed foods,” contributing to higher 
rates of diabetes and obesity compared with the national 
average. If nothing changes, “this is what el futuro [the 
future] looks like in the Rio Grande Valley: The country’s 
hungriest region is also its most overweight, with 38.5 
percent of the people obese. For one of the first times 
anywhere in the United States, children in South Texas have 
a projected life span that is a few years shorter than that of 
their parents.”57 

Access to Health Care Facilities and 
Providers Is Limited

Serious health conditions such as diabetes in the 
colonias stem from longstanding economic, social and 
political inequalities.58 One example is the absence 
of a public hospital in the entire Rio Grande Valley, a 
43,000-square-mile area with nearly 1.3 million people 
living at the poverty level.59 Medical care for all families, 
colonia or not, is delivered through private hospitals or 
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TABLE 

6 Cameron County Faces Numerous Health Challenges

 Year Cameron County % Texas  %

Low birth weight 2008 627 7.7 34,228 8.4

Onset of prenatal care within first trimester 2008 3,724 62.2 223,961 60.1

 Rate¹ Rate¹

Tuberculosis cases 2013 53 12.7 1,222 4.6

 Age-adjusted rate² Age-adjusted rate² 

Infant deaths 2008 37 4.5 2,478 6.1

Diabetes deaths 2008 123 35.4 5,170 25.4

Acute care for-profit hospitals 2009 5 * 279 *

Acute care public hospitals 2009 0 * 123 *

 Ratio³ Ratio³

Direct care physicians 2010 494 118.4 41,191 162.3

Physician assistants 2010 60 14.4 4,943 19.5

Dentists 2010 97 23.2 11,301 44.5

Pharmacists 2010 207 49.6 20,428 80.5

 % %

18 years and younger, without health insurance 2007 26,330 19.2 1,375,714 19.5

Younger than 65, without health insurance 2007 116,803 33.7 5,765,126 26.8

* Information not available.
¹ Rate per 100,000 people.
² Rate per 100,000 people. Adjusted by age distribution among populations, for comparison purposes. For more information, see: www.dshs.state.tx.us/chs/healthcurrents/sources.shtm#mort_age.
³ Ratio of health care professionals per 100,000 people.
SOURCE: Texas Department of State Health Statistics.

comes from regional and local health clinics. In 2013, 
the Health and Human Services Commission’s Office of 
Border Affairs identified 25 clinics in Cameron County 
that provide services ranging from children’s health to 
cancer prevention/early detection. These community 
health clinics are an asset and a lifeline for low-income 
families such as those in colonias. With only for-profit 
hospitals available, health insurance becomes an import-
ant element of affordable health care. In Cameron County, 
33.7 percent of people under age 65 do not have health 
insurance, although those 18 or under fare better at 19.2 
percent (Table 6). 

Yet the need for low-cost health care is so great in 
Cameron County that the Brownsville Community Health 
Center (BCHC), one of the 25 clinics, serves over 22,000 
patients. BCHC Executive Director Paula Gomez, who has 
worked in the clinic for more than 10 years, describes the 
gravity of the situation: “When you work at a community 
health center, the first thing that hits you is ‘I thought I 
knew poverty but, then, I really didn’t.’ You didn’t really 
realize how massive the problem is.” Without a public 
hospital, it is difficult for community health clinics to 
refer patients who might need specialized care. Private 

hospitals can pick and choose who they serve and are 
only required to stabilize an emergency patient. Once 
stabilized, the patient is then moved to the nearest public 
hospital, 158 miles away in Corpus Christi. Public hospitals 
take patients regardless of their ability to pay. 

The health care challenge is magnified in South Texas 
by a lower ratio of health care professionals in compar-
ison to the rest of the state. These include physicians, 
dentists, physician assistants and nurse practitioners.

Esmeralda de la Cruz, human resources director of 
Nuestra Clinica Del Valle, explains that residents typically 
“don’t go get health care when they need it, and the 
problem gets worse. They end up in the emergency room, 
and that’s more costly. … If they had sought care early, it 
would’ve been better for everybody.” 

Positive Efforts Are Underway 
While these families face serious health challenges, it is 

important to note that a number of organizations, such as 
the community health worker, or promotora, associations, 
have developed best practices for serving these low- 
income, geographically isolated communities and are 
seeing positive results.60 Another encouraging development 
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Promotoras Alicia Sosa and Celestina Martinez visit a local colonia 
to survey residents about their health care needs. Photo credit: 
Brownsville Community Health Center, Mano a Mano Program

is the 2012 decision of the University of Texas Board of 
Regents to build a medical school as part of the reconsti-
tuted University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV), which 
combines the University of Texas–Pan American (UTPA) 
and the University of Texas at Brownsville (UTB). The 
medical school is being heralded by many as a beacon of 
hope for the future of health care in South Texas. 

1. University of Texas Rio Grande Valley  
Medical School
The UTRGV medical school stands to become a major 

anchor institution in an area where colonia residents have 
much to gain from access to health care. It is anticipated 
that the school will help address the shortage of health 
care professionals by preparing “culturally competent 
doctors, nurses and practitioners … who also will be 
Spanish speakers,” says Miryam Bujanda, policy advisor at 
Methodist Healthcare Ministries. 

A committee of Rio Grande Valley colonia residents and 
community advocates has been actively engaged during a 
series of community forums about the new UTRGV campus. 
The committee’s input is being used to design the new 
university to create links between the anchor institution and 
colonia families and their children. The new medical school 
is creating the Diabetes and Obesity Institute and the 
Center for Colonia Integrated Care—units of the school that 
are expected to have a positive impact on health outcomes 
for colonia residents. 

The Diabetes and Obesity Institute “ will advance 
research of diabetes and obesity that will lead to more 
effective treatments and improve the lives of residents 
throughout South Texas and beyond. … The institute will 
double the research dollars currently at UTPA and UTB.” 
This location is particularly important, because “about 30 
percent of South Texans have diabetes, making the Valley 
a prime location to examine the genetics of this complex 
disease.”61

The Center for Colonia Integrated Care will provide 
an innovative team-based approach to care for colonia 
residents.62 According to a 2015 Valley Morning Star 
article, “Services will include screenings, health education 
and promotion, health literacy and improved dental and 
mental health services.” The center will also provide 
training and certification for promotoras, who will serve 
with doctors, nurses and other health care practitioners in 
the collaborative approach to integrated care.63

2. Promotoras—the Mano a Mano Program
For colonia families, promotoras are community 

health care workers who inform residents about 
health-related issues and who teach families health care 
literacy. Cameron County, for instance, is supported by 
two umbrella promotora organizations—the South Texas 
Promotora Association Inc. (STPA), with approximately 513 
promotoras and the smaller Community Health Workers 
(CHW) Network of Cameron County, with 25 members.64

For many, promotoras are the difference between 
having health care and not. In Brownsville, promotoras 
are working to enroll residents in Medicaid, the Children’s 
Health Insurance Program (CHIP) and other health care 
programs. They can be found walking door to door in 
colonias providing information about access to health 
care or promoting healthy lifestyles. “We collaborate with 
the promotoras because the promotoras are really our 
front line to our colonia residents,” says Norma Cavazos, 
regional coordinator for the Health and Human Services 
Commission’s Office of Border Affairs. “Why? Because 
most promotoras represent their colonias. They live there; 
they have family there. They are the ones who know the 
needs of their neighbors and their families who live in those 
colonias. So, that’s how important our promotoras are.”

The Brownsville Community Health Center’s Mano a 
Mano promotoras program began as a binational initiative 
with grassroots origins established to positively impact 
health issues in the neighboring cities of Matamoros, Mexico, 
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Healthy Start Promotoras Sylvia Garcia and Antonia Garcia conduct 
a visit with a mother and her child to assess the baby’s development. 
Photo credit: Brownsville Community Health Center, Mano a Mano 
Program

and Brownsville, Texas. The program’s initial purpose was 
to connect women to prenatal care, but it quickly expand-
ed to address other health issues, such as depression, poor 
circulation and diabetes. The promotoras received training 
from a team of doctors, nurses and social workers before 
talking with colonia residents about the benefits of prenatal 
care. In the early stages of the program, promotoras provid-
ed transportation for such activities as medical appointments 
and CHIP and Medicaid enrollment. 

The program has created a network of empowered 
women who are able to connect the underserved 
population of colonia residents with resources designed 
to promote their health and well-being. Mano a Mano 
operates information booths at health fairs, sponsors 
educational presentations at monthly PTA meetings, refers 
colonia residents to health services and oversees the 
professional training of volunteer promotoras. 

Elvia Alcala trains and certifies new promotoras and, 
with her Mano a Mano peers, teaches a course for up to 
eight hours every Saturday. The students must complete 
160 hours of training and state testing to become certified 
promotoras. The course provides a continuous pool of 
promotoras to meet the ongoing challenge. 

Promotoras frequently hear stories about the health 
care gap in the border counties. Carmen Guerra, one of 
the first Mano a Mano promotoras, recounts what a patient 
told her: “I did not pick up the medicine the day I went 

to the doctor. I just paid for the consultation. I just made 
a payment because I already owed money to the clinic. I 
cannot get the medicine if I don’t pay what I owe. And the 
doctor is telling me to return in three months. How am I 
going to be able to return in three months?” Promotoras 
in Mano a Mano understand too well the gap faced by the 
low-income and uninsured populations of the colonias 
and work with the resources available to support colonia 
families’ health care.

 ■CONCLUSION
The purpose of this report has been to provide an 

update on the status of infrastructure and other key is-
sues impacting colonias in Texas, as well as to capture the 
experiences and stories of the residents and advocates. 
Much of the research on colonias in the past 20 years 
has highlighted the deficits in the physical environment. 
Although serious challenges remain, such as providing 
affordable housing at the scale that’s needed to meet the 
increasing demand, there are grounds for optimism. 

Infrastructure has improved for some colonia 
residents since the 1996 Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas 
report. New programs and partnerships are bringing 
more educational opportunities to colonia residents. 
Entrepreneurial education and financing provided by 
LiftFund builds upon and strengthens family and commu-
nity assets. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development has invested in the future of colonia entre-
preneurs by providing a 2014 grant to LiftFund to expand 
its work in the colonias. Finally, housing assistance groups 
such as the Lower Valley Housing Corp., Community 
Development Corp. of Brownsville and Proyecto Azteca 
have collectively helped thousands of colonia families 
obtain safe and affordable homes. 

Hence, there is evidence that the groundwork has 
been laid for significant change. This report has high-
lighted some of the positive developments, including the 
ways that nonprofits and major institutions are partnering 
with communities to respond to long-standing social 
conditions in innovative ways. Some of these efforts, such 
as the promotora model of health care promotion, are not 
new. Other efforts are bringing resources to the area in 
the form of the newly reconstituted University of Texas 
Rio Grande Valley and the new medical school. Further, 
there is greater understanding that the issues addressed 
in this report cannot be solved in isolation. For example, 
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it will take a holistic approach whereby government 
agencies and anchor institutions such as hospitals, clinics, 
grocery stores, financial institutions, schools and nonprof-
it organizations work collaboratively to make progress 
on health issues in colonias. Addressing infrastructure 
and affordable housing together rather than in silos is 
vital to the creation of effective policies that help colonia 
residents build a true asset in their home and improve 
living conditions. 

Around the country, and the world, new kinds of 
alliances are forming that may serve as models for what 
may be the next steps for colonia communities.65 Some 
of the most successful examples have involved anchor 
institutions partnering with low-income communities. 
With an understanding of the skills and entrepreneurial 
enterprises of colonia residents, an anchor institution may 
see an opportunity to purchase goods or services from a 
resident-owned business. Intermediary organizations and 
social entrepreneurs may help organize colonia business 
owners to take advantage of the opportunities. Such 
actions will bring greater incomes to families and reve-
nues to counties and municipalities, and consequently 
decision-makers may identify these actions as priorities. 

Moreover, research and product development units 
of universities could play a role by building ties to colonia 
residents to develop new industries and stimulate job 
growth. Innovative partnerships such as these, organized 
by local economic development agents, could attract 
impact investors and startup accelerators to support 
the new resident-owned businesses or cooperatives. 
In addition to job creation, these new businesses may 
even provide solutions to persistent challenges in the 
colonias, such as access to safe drinking water, healthy 
food or sustainable housing. What is clear in the findings 
of this study is that partnerships between the colonia 
communities and organizations have been successful. The 
hope for the future is that these coalitions can help create 
an inclusive economy in which colonia residents are at the 
center of efforts to improve their own communities.

 ■METHODOLOGY
The report presents a comprehensive profile of Texas 

border colonias by using both quantitative and qualitative 
data. Research methods included in-depth interviews, focus 
groups and an analysis of existing secondary quantitative 
data. The quantitative data draw from the 2010 census, the 

2011 American Community Survey and colonia data from 
the Texas Attorney General, the Texas Secretary of State, the 
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs and 
the Texas Department of State Health Services. 

For the qualitative research, stakeholders serving 
colonias or working directly with colonia residents were 
interviewed based on their expertise as service providers and 
community advocates. Focus groups and in-depth interviews 
with residents, although not representative of all residents, 
were also used to give voice to individuals who offer a 
real-life perspective on the issues raised in the quantitative 
data. Many of the photographs included in this report were 
taken as the research team traveled throughout the six coun-
ties, and a few were obtained with permission from service 
providers. 

The report highlights a subset of 144 colonias within 
the counties of El Paso, Maverick, Webb, Starr, Hidalgo and 
Cameron—the counties with the largest concentration of 
colonias in Texas. The process for the identification and des-
ignation of colonias is not infallible. An important matter is 
how colonias are identified by various agencies, such as the 
Texas Attorney General’s office, and represented in Census 
Bureau data, considering that different boundaries are used 
by different entities. The differences originate from the fact 
that some colonias are identified by the Census Bureau as 
census-designated places (CDPs) and others are not. CDPs 
are how the Census Bureau, working with local officials, 
accounts for unincorporated communities. A CDP cannot be 
located within an incorporated place or another CDP. As a 
result, colonias located within cities cannot be identified as 
CDPs. In some instances, multiple colonias are grouped into 
a single CDP. Some colonias are neither defined as a CDP 
nor located within an incorporated municipality. In addition, 
areas designated as a colonia by one state agency might 
not be designated as a colonia by another agency. Despite 
these nuances, the Texas Attorney General’s office regularly 
uses colonia data from the Census Bureau, and the data are 
considered representative.

Government, nonprofit and private entities use the cen-
sus data to make business decisions. For example, the federal 
government uses it to determine distribution of more than 
$400 billion annually to state, local and tribal governments 
for education, the environment, housing, infrastructure, pub-
lic health and transportation.

A census question on residence illustrates the chal-
lenges of dealing with colonia data:
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Is this house, apartment, or mobile home –
Mark (X) ONE box.
1. Owned by you or someone in this household with a 

mortgage? Include home equity loans
2. Owned by you or someone in this household free 

and clear (without a mortgage or loan)?
3. Rented?
4. Occupied without payment of rent? 
While appropriate for most U.S. housing markets, 

the answers are a difficult fit for some colonia residents. 
Colonia respondents could indicate they are renters if they 
have a contract for deed on their home because they are 
still making payments and don’t yet hold the deed.

Calculating homeownership rates is difficult because 
city and county governments don’t systematically record 
data for colonias. After reviewing the census homeowner-
ship data for colonias, conferring with Census officials and 
discussing the data with local experts, we have concluded 
that American Community Survey data underestimate 
the homeownership rate within colonias. Data from the 
TDHCA’s Contract for Deed Prevalence Project—a review 
of deed records augmented with household surveys and 
interviews—better identifies homeownership in colonias. 
According to these data, 77 percent of Texas colonia 
households own their homes, a rate that exceeds the 
national average of 64 percent. 
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